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Project cargo network
Monthly News

Welcome to our monthly 
eMagazine, an official 
PCN publication which 
includes articles on 
Member’s projects, the 
latest companies to join, 
reminders of membership 
tools and official updates.

Distributed to both our internal readership of 
10,000+ staff worldwide and also accessible 
to the 5000+ visitors per month to our 
website. We also invite external companies 
to subscribe and currently over 500 industry 
executives engaged in energy, construction, 
shipping, and ancillary industries have asked 
to regularly receive a copy. Please feel free 
to subscribe and each issue will be delivered 
straight to your inbox.

To see the very latest news, please see 
the News section of our website or 
projectcargoblog.com.

We are delighted by our continued strong 
growth - scan this QR code to see our 
impressive association which has a global 
reach of over 125 countries. However, we are 
more impressed with the amount of business 
and projects that our members collaborate 
on. It is why we exist! We can’t wait to see our 
friendly and professional global family at our 
12th Annual Summit from 12-14 November in 
Thailand - see page 22.

Enjoy this issue.

Rachel Crawford FCILT
PCN President/C.E.O.

Since 2010, PCN has provided heavy lift and project cargo 
specialists access to a global network of agents who 
can handle their shipments, whilst working under strict 
Membership Rules. Our friendly and professional ISO 9001 & 
ISO 14001 organisation comprises of 360+ companies in 125+ 
countries. See our video library for more details. 
 
 

ABOUT PCN

meeting hub
We have invested in a bespoke Meeting Hub where our 
Members can connect virtually using the platforms that have 
now become an essential part of daily life including Zoom, 
Google Meet, Skype, and WhatsApp. See our video library for 
more details.

Publisher: Project Cargo Network 
Website: projectcargonetwork.com 
Online Training: pcntraining.com 
Meeting Hub: pcnmeetinghub.com
Contact: headoffice@projectcargonetwork.com 
Tel: + 44 7305 092930

Cover:  New PCN Membership with Hemisphere UK & HGL New Zealand

Project Cargo Network cannot take responsibility for the opinions, statements and/or facts expressed 
in the stories, that are contained in this publication. Any views expressed are those of the individual 
quoted, and not necessarily those of the publisher. The publisher can accept no responsibility for any 
errors or omissions made, but will endeavour to amend any, that are brought to our attention, in a 
future issue.
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Duck Yang & Megalift Deliver  
for Terminal Expansion Project
Duck Yang recently executed a breakbulk and general container shipment for the expansion of the Costa Norte LNG Terminal 
in Panama - collaborating with Megalift. The oversized cargo had dimensions of 18.4 (H) x 2.4 (W) x 2.5 (H) meters, and was 
shipped from Malaysia to Manzanillo, Panama. It involved parts of an overhead travelling crane, known as a jib crane.

With the aid of PCN Member Megalift, the two partners successfully transported a total of eleven pieces using flat racks & 
general containers.

“The loading operations and transshipments were expertly performed 
at both the Port of Busan & Port Klang.”

http://www.dyulc.co.kr/
https://megalift.com.my/


Ubemoz Mozambique 
Bring Extensive Local 
Knowledge

Ubemoz Logistics and Transport are new PCN members in Mozambique!
Offering cohesive multimodal solutions, they are local experts in Mozambique with 
extensive regional knowledge and great relationships with local authorities and parties. 
The company’s offices are located in Maputo, Beira and Nacala.

The Ubemoz team is headed by Mr. Ulices Mavimbe with a large experience in 
Mozambique logistics and transportation procedures and a portfolio of varied and 
successfully completed projects.

“Ubemoz Logistics and Transport is a Mozambican logistics company delivering solutions 
to meet complex project requirements with quality assurance in all services provided.”

An ongoing electric power project being handled by Ubemoz Logistics and Transport 
involves logistics solutions from collection to the positioning on site with heavy 
transformers weighing from 40-95tns plus many containers. See the gallery here for 
some photos.

A Personalised Treatment at La 
Mar Logistics Express
We are pleased to introduce La Mar Logistics Express as new PCN members in Costa Rica. Located in 
San Jose, the company offer a wide range of shipping and transportation services.

Walter Campos (Managing Director) comments; “La Mar Logistics Express is a Costa Rican company 
focused on challenging cargo transport. With broad international and local experience, we offer a 
personalised treatment for every service.”

Some recent work handled by La Mar Logistics Express has included construction projects, pipes, oversized 
chillers, aluminium and boat & yacht imports.

https://ubemoz.co.mz/
https://projectcargonetwork.com/news/view/ubemoz-mozambique-bring-extensive-local-knowledge
https://lmarexpress.com/
https://lmarexpress.com/


Duck Yang Coordinate Bulk 
Shipment from China to Korea
Duck Yang ULC are pleased to report on the successful delivery of a breakbulk shipment recently completed 
from Shanghai, China to Masan, Korea. The cargo involved 7 units totalling 210 tons with the main pieces of the 
shipment including a vacuum crystallization tank and a evaporation tank as well as other accessories.

Duck Yang organised the safe loading & unloading operations using the ship’s crane: two 80 MT SWL (tandem to 
150 MT) from the Zhanghuabang Terminal at Shanghai Port to Masan in Korea - ensuring a seamless delivery.

Ceekay Shipping Report on Recent 
Project Shipments

Ceekay Shipping, our members from Malaysia, are glad to share some of the recent projects they moved to 
Houston & New Zealand.

• 1st Project - Malaysia to the United States

The first project moved by Ceekay Shipping involved two White Flake Hoppers ex-shipper’s door in Malaysia to 
Houston, U.S.A.

The cargo measured 6.2 (L) x 5.3 (W) x 4.8 (H) meters and was shipped as breakbulk on a container vessel.

• 2nd Project - Malaysia to New Zealand

Ceekay Shipping’s second project involved the delivery of a Dynamic Water-Cooled Step Grate Machine 
(DWS) from Port Klang, Malaysia to New Zealand.

The DWS featured dimensions of 14.3 (L) x 3.9 (W) x 3.8 (H) meters and weighed 53 MT. Ceekay also 
shipped this machine as breakbulk, using a container vessel.

http://www.dyulc.co.kr/
https://ceekayshipping.com/


EXG Conduct Multimodal 
Shipment from India to  
the Philippines
Express Global Logistics have coordinated a successful shipment of a transformer & accessories from 
the west coast of India, destined for Leyte, Philippines. The transformer was moved via RO/RO vessel 
whilst the accessories were moved separately in containers.

Measuring 5.2 (L) x 3.5 (W) x 3.5 (H) meters and weighing 59 MT, the transformer requiring precision 
and careful planning to be transported across the multiple islands that connect to the Philippines’ 
mainland.

Upon reaching its destination, the transformer had covered 610 
kilometres of challenging roads on hydraulic axles; from the 
discharge port to one of the Philippine islands, not to mention the 
multiple LCT loading points situated on various islands during 
the transit. This proved to be an obstacle due to the multimodal 
operations of moving from land to water many times during the 
journey to join the mainland.

EXG conducted a thorough route survey, ensuring efficient 
road transport by selecting alternative routes thanks to bridge 
limitations. Another obstacle faced by the team was the schedule 
for transformer installation as it was replacing an older one on-
site.

“We overcame the challenges through effective coordination, 
meticulous planning, strategic manoeuvring and successful 
coordination with the vessel at the origin to avoid missing the LCT 
vessels at the destination, thereby shortening the delivery time 
instead of waiting for another LCT vessel for an entire week.”

At the final destination, the transformer was carefully unloaded 
from the hydraulic axles using a jacking and skidding operation. 
The complete project was executed with preciseness and 
flawless planning, ensuring safe and efficient handling.

http://www.exglogistics.com/


Flexibility & Proactivity from 
Soft Investments Group
We are pleased to welcome Soft Investments Group as new PCN members in El Salvador, Honduras, 
Panama, Guatemala, Nicaragua, Ecuador and Costa Rica. The company are professional, efficient 
and experienced in oversized loads and project cargo as well as a range of maritime, land and air cargo 
services.

CEO, Omar Ruiz says; “We are a company focused on handling oversized cargo and important 
projects in the region. The growth of our company has been accelerated thanks to the trust of our 
customers and the talent and solid experience of our team.

Our amalgamated offices allow us to provide quality services with flexibility and proactivity. We are 
equipped and ready to work with PCN members to handle heavy and bulky cargo.”

Photos of some recent projects handled by Soft Investments Group can be viewed here.

http://www.soft-investments-group.com/
https://projectcargonetwork.com/news/view/flexibility-proactivity-from-soft-investments-group


A Trusted & 
Creative Partner 
with ISS-GF 
Thailand
We are pleased to announce ISS Global Forwarding 
Thailand are new members. They offer project 
cargo and industrial logistics services for a variety of 
different industries.

ISS Global Forwarding (Thailand) will be attending 
the PCN 2023 Annual Summit taking place in 
Thailand on 12-14 November. Meeting face-to-face 
and building closer relationships (and friendships) is 
a valuable tool which shouldn’t be underestimated, 
and we are delighted to be welcoming our latest new 
members at the event. Please contact us if you are 
interested in joining us in Thailand!

“As specialists in the 360° turnkey management of 
industrial projects, ISS Global Forwarding (Thailand) 
offer a full range of related services from the initial 
route survey & studies stage to on-site delivery and 
beyond.

We are a reliable service provider with an innovative, 
integrated and tailored approach. When you need 
a trusted and creative partner for project cargo - we 
deliver!”

Please see this presentation for some examples 
of the varied project work handled by ISS Global 
Forwarding (Thailand).

https://iss-globalforwarding.com/
https://iss-globalforwarding.com/
https://www.projectcargonetwork.com/event/next
mailto:sam%40projectcargonetwork.com?subject=
https://projectcargonetwork.com/news/file/download/144


Heavy & Oversized Transport 
Specialists - The Rigging Co. Ltd.
We are pleased to approve The Rigging Co. Ltd. as new members in the Philippines. First established in 2006, they 
are a professional, prompt and accurate company offering expert services in project cargo management & handling, 
specialised heavy & oversized transport, heavy lifting, industrial rigging, loading & unloading, packing & crating, freight 
forwarding and haulage.

Company President, Jed Dulay comments; “The Rigging Co. Ltd. has 
extensive experience and knowledge in the fields of specialised heavy 
and oversized transport, heavy lift, rigging and project logistics services. 
With a passion for heavy cargo and a large collection of our own 
equipment, we provide not only technical but also logistical support to 
any demanding projects with a full scope of services.

We are constantly enhancing and developing our service capacities 
including aerial lifting and lift-rig services making deliveries possible 
where project sites and routes are not accessible/transportable by land 
or are offshore.”

Photos of some recent work handled by The Rigging Co. Ltd. can be 
viewed in the gallery here.

https://projectcargonetwork.com/news/view/heavy-oversized-transport-specialists-the-rigging-co-ltd


Goldenstar Offer Professional 
Knowledge & Rich Experience
We are pleased to report Goldenstar Group are new PCN members in Hong Kong. They are experienced 
and professional in shipping and logistics with a specialisation in project and bulk cargo.

Manager, Mr. Power Chen introduces the company; “Goldenstar Group mainly focuses on the 
transportation of large breakbulk and bulk cargo. Our company has an operation team with professional 
knowledge and rich experience in project cargo handling and chartering.

Occupying an important position in the special logistics market, we offer solutions in project cargo 
logistics, oversized cargo transportation by sea, land, air & railway, bulk cargo, RO-RO, studies & 
inspections and customs as well as many other support services. We have also established good strategic 
cooperative relations with major domestic wharves & ports and major shipping companies.

Among our experience in difficult transportation is engineering equipment & vehicles, oil field exploration 
equipment, cement production, yachts, lifeboats, professional steel, large machinery, construction 
materials, raw materials, logs, plywood and many more.”

Logistics Plus Complete 
Shipment of Steam 
Turbine to Turkiye

Logistics Plus are pleased to share their recent shipment for a key client from India to 
Turkiye. The cargo for this delivery included a generator alternator, a steam turbine, as 
well as additional accessories.

A total of one-hundred tons was moved by Logistics Plus with the shipment’s volume 
at 250 CBM.

http://www.bulk-shipping.com/
https://www.logisticsplus.com/


Duck Yang Deliver Bulk Shipment 
for Power Plant Project

Duck Yang ULC are pleased to share the completion of another breakbulk shipment which they moved from 
Shanghai, China to Cristobal, Panama. The cargo involved was the main equipment for the Generadora 
Gatún CCPPP (combined cycle power plant project). These pieces were originally received from Hanzhou 
City, which is roughly 130 kilometres from Shanghai Port.

Duck Yang transported the cargo to the loading terminal by sea barge, taking three days. On arrival in Panama, 
a suitable trucking route was arranged across the country.

“We received a satisfactory evaluation for the safe & timely transportation of cargo to our customer.”

The company successfully moved a total of fourty-three cases which weighed a total of 410 tons. The volume 
of this shipment totalled 3,601 CBM and includes heavy cargo as well as various other general cargo.

Anker Logistica Import Cyclonic 
Sand Traps from Houston
Anker Logistica y Carga are glad to share news of a shipment they coordinated involving cyclonic sand traps 
moved from Houston, Texas to Cartagena, Colombia. The total volume of this shipment measured 45 CBM 
with a gross weight of 13 tons.

Anker managed this ex-works service between a supplier of sand traps and Houston Industrial Terminal, 
conducting pick-up and customs processes before completing the international shipping to Cartagena, 
Colombia. They also handled all local cargo receiving processes in Colombia.

“Our team executed a smooth delivery all the way to the final destination, leaving our client 100% happy!”

http://www.dyulc.co.kr/
https://www.ankerlogistica.com/


2023
ANNUAL
SUMMIT
A stunning beach destination perched on Thailand’s 
eastern Gulf coast and just 90 minutes from Suvarnab-
humi Airport in Bangkok, makes Pattaya perfect for our 
12th global gathering.

REGISTRATION
pcnmeeetinghub.com

OUR SCHEDULE INCLUDES 

Welcome Dinner                         
Grand Pool Rooftop 

1-2-1 Meetings                                                      
Royal Summit Chamber  

Group Dinner + DJ                                                
Sky Aquarium Infini Pool

12-14 November 2023
Royal Cliff Hotel Group 

Pattaya

Please go to
projectcargonetwork.com

for more information.

pcnmeetinghub.com

EXG Partner with Kamor 
Logistics in Shipment 
from Israel to India

Kamor Logistics are pleased to report on a shipment they recently completed with fellow 
PCN member, Express Global Logistics (EXG). Kamor Logistics were approached by 
Express Global Logistics who asked them to assist with the local operations in Israel for 
a shipment of one of EXG’s clients who is building a water-desalination plant in India, 
sourcing the components from a leading Israeli producer.

The cargo included various components for the desalination facility. This was shipped 
using 4 x 40’ OOG FR and 3 x 40’ HC containers from Haifa to Tuticorin.

Kamor helped EXG in streamlining the local services, and assured that the documentation 
was arranged in an orderly fashion. They also made sure the cargo was swiftly loaded and 
adequately secured before all containers were brought to the carrier’s local depot.

“Kamor were pleased to work with EXG, and hope to develop more opportunities in the 
future, relying on the mutual PCN affiliation and our proven record of successful conduct.”

http://projectcargonetwork.com
http://pcnmeetinghub.com
https://exglogistics.com/
https://kamorlogistics.com/
https://kamorlogistics.com/


Tera Shipping Appointed for 
Water Tank Transport to 
Malaysia
Tera Projects & Shipping are pleased to report on the completion of their latest project, involving the transport of water tanks in 
Malaysia. Tera were nominated by their client to ship six water tanks and their accessories. The tanks were stationed at the client’s 
premises, before being lifted and loaded onto the vessel bridge trailer.

These tanks featured a gross weight of 13.4 MT with a total cargo volume of 
757 CBM. The largest piece of cargo was measured to be 6.0 (L) x 4.9 (W) x 
4.9 (H) meters and weighed 2.5 tonnes.

The collection for this delivery was arranged in Nilai, Malaysia and was 
transported in-land to Senawang.

“We coordinated this delivery at night to avoid traffic congestion during the 
daytime.”

Upon arrival at the final site, Tera Projects & Shipping executed the unlashing 
and unloading of the cargo using a mobile crane in Senawang.

https://teraprojects-shipping.com/


Ceekay Shipping Deliver 
Transformer from China 
to Taiwan
Ceekay Shipping are glad to share a recent shipment they completed involving an OOG transformer.
The transformer and its accessories were shipped from China to Taiwan.

The dimensions of the transformer measured 6.4 (L) x 3.5 (W) x 3.0 (H) meters with a weight of 61.5 MT.

“Our team of experts focus on successfully delivered cargo by eliminating potential shipping risks and 
reducing freight costs by effective project planning.”

CF&S Deliver Unique Tyre Handler 
to Tashkent in Uzbekistan
CF&S are pleased to report on their recent transport of a brand-new MAGNI Tyre Handler from Italy to 
Uzbekistan.

This unique machine was moved from Modena in Italy and weighed 29.2 T. Due to its oversized nature, CF&S 
used specialised lowbed trailers for the transport as well as their own railway platform.

The cargo was moved to Tashkent, Uzbekistan safely and successfully thanks to the diligence of the 
CF&S team.

“The CF&S Group has 26 years of experience, and is a top choice for cargo transportation to Central Asia.”

https://ceekayshipping.com/
https://cfs.net/en/


Welcoming Schryver Logistics 
del Peru!
Schryver Logistics del Peru are new PCN members! Schryver are a well-established company founded in 1929 and hold numerous 
accreditations including ISO and BASC. Their Ecuador and Colombia companies are already trusted PCN members and we are delighted 
to welcome Schryver Logistics del Peru.

Darwin Torres (General Manager) says; “Our Projects & Special Cargo Division offer the perfect solution regardless how big, long or 
heavy the cargo is. Our specialised team are ready to meet all sorts of project demands that require technical expertise and multimodal 
transportation experience.”

“Schryver Logistics del Peru offer all the necessary services for complex projects and special cargo by sea, land and air including breakbulk, 
RORO, chartering, project planning, studies & surveys, lashing & packing, loading & unloading, documentation & permits, customs brokerage 
and warehousing.

We offer support to all the main project cargo industries - mining, oil & gas, power & energy, construction, heavy machinery, manufacturing, 
infrastructure, EPC, marine, automotive and more.”

Some previous projects handled by Schryver are featured in the gallery 
here including:

• OOG equipment from Callao to Cuenca (180tn / 150cbm). Export 
local services, international breakbulk services, lifting & loading, 
clearance & delivery.

• Fiberglass tanks & ducts from Callao to Savannah (14tn / 205cbm). 
Export local services, surveys, lashing, international RO-RO service 
(breakbulk on MAFIs) & clearance.

• Dump trucks from Tianjin to Callao (307tn / 1,855cbm). Surveys, 
origin coordination & international breakbulk service (23 units on 
deck).

• Delivery of pipes from jungle locations (431tn). Export local services, 
surveys, lashing, international land transport services, clearance & 
delivery.

• Discharge & delivery of pipes & coils.
• Mining Machinery from Callao to San Antonio (30tn / 85cbm). 

Export local services, lifting & loading, international RO-RO service 
& clearance.

• Trucks shipment from Callao to Mombasa.
• Blow moulding machine & spare parts from Genoa to Callao. 

Lashing, ocean freight, local services, clearance & delivery.

https://www.schryver.com/en/
https://www.schryver.com/en/
https://projectcargonetwork.com/news/view/welcoming-schryver-logistics-del-peru


New PCN Membership with 
Hemisphere UK & HGL New Zealand
We are pleased to announce new membership in the UK and New Zealand with sister companies, Hemisphere 
Freight Services in the UK and HGL in New Zealand. They offer complete project logistics capabilities and 
services for varied industries with the efficient and cost-effective transport of out-of-gauge and abnormal loads.

Recommended by PCN members as professional, reliable and experienced experts in project cargo 
forwarding with excellent communication, the companies hold numerous accreditations including, ISO, AEO, 
RHA, IATA, BIFA, UKWA and CBAFF.

Director, Louis Perrin comments; “We have heard a lot of positive things about PCN from existing members 
and the coverage is extensive. We are a proactive, transparent and hard working partner, with amazing 
teams of logistics experts and our own physical assets. We feel that we can add great value to the network and 
are excited to be part of PCN!”

“Established in 1989, we are used to delivering logistics solutions across multiple industries with intricate 
knowledge of the requirements and challenges that come with each sector. As a complete logistics partner, 
we take the time to understand each project’s requirements, allowing us to deliver tailored solutions. Thanks 
to our team’s wide-ranging logistics expertise and long-term relationships with global shipping lines, airlines 
and equipment specialists, we have the ability and expertise to move any sized project with an efficient, 
professional service.”

“Specialised in the movement of project and non-containerised cargo, both domestically and internationally, we 
are able to survey, plan and provide reliable, safe and efficient solutions, irrespective of the cargo.”

“The best thing about working with Hemisphere and HGL is the knowledge, experience and dedication provided 
by our expert teams. We take great pride in finding the best possible solution to each and every challenge.”

Please click below for some case studies handled by the specialist project logistics teams at Hemisphere 
and HGL.

• Hemisphere Freight Services Ltd
• HGL Limited

https://www.hemisphere-freight.com/
https://www.hgl.nz/
https://www.hemisphere-freight.com/case-studies/
https://www.hgl.nz/case-studies/


Effective Project Solutions with 
Eastrong Taiwan

We are pleased to introduce Eastrong International Logistics as new members in Taiwan. Located in Taipei 
City, they offer professional services in project cargo handling, planning and management.

Eastrong International Logistics will be in attendance and represented at the PCN 2023 Annual Summit 
taking place in Thailand on 12-14 November. We are delighted to be welcoming our latest new members at 
the event! Meeting face-to-face and building closer relationships (and friendships) is a valuable tool which 
shouldn’t be underestimated. Please contact us if you are interested in joining us in Thailand!

“Our reliable logistics capacities allow us to create unique and customised services for the most complex 
challenges. Specialised in breakbulk, RORO, heavy lift and integrated projects, we manage various types of 
industrial projects and oversized cargo.

We are well aware of the challenges, requirements and risks involved with handling special cargo and provide 
effective transportation solutions with rigorous planning and continuous supervision.”

https://www.eastrongintl.com//
https://www.projectcargonetwork.com/event/next
mailto:sam%40projectcargonetwork.com?subject=
https://ibmata.glueup.com/event/border-management-technologies-summit-middle-east-2023-79695/home.html


Updated Marketing Tools
Dear PCN Members and Friends,

We have recently freshened up the content of our marketing websites which are customised for each 
Member, based on a company-specific URL – find your company one here.

We have made sure the headlines are clear and concise and have focussed on how your services could help 
the potential customer. We believe we have structured the content to increase readability by being relevant 
but summarised. See example.

The content will highlight what sets you apart from your competitors and include your contact details, such 
as your address, phone number, and email. We’ve strived to provide just the right amount of information 
to not only keep the potential customer’s interest but to encourage them to explore further by visiting 
your company website. 

Don’t forget that any news you send us will be automatically featured on your brochure website.
See example. 

Plus! Although digital marketing is dominating marketing strategies, traditional techniques are also still 
effective. Therefore we combine both! You may request a copy of our Marketing Brochure, which will be 
edited with your company details and emailed in PDF format ready for printing. See example.

Reliable Industrial 
Project Specialists in 
Africa with ISS-GF

We are pleased to welcome ISS-GF as new members in Ghana, Ethiopia and Djibouti. 
They provide reliable specialists services for industrial projects.

“As a premium supplier of logistics solutions, our dedicated team of specialists offer 
complete services for project cargo, oil & gas logistics, ocean freight, road haulage and air 
freight. Our strength lies in our people. We have dynamic, self-motivated teams with many 
years of experience in logistics.

We specialise in industrial projects and offer customised solutions with a successful history. 
This has led to a strong and rewarding relationships with port authorities, stevedores and 
other major players in the industry. Our extensive local knowledge with commercial and 
operational expertise helps any sized project run smoothly.

Our mission is simple, to always be: ‘easy to do business with’.”

The PCN Head Office wishes a warm welcome to our latest new members!

https://www.projectcargonetwork.com/brochure/list
https://www.projectcargonetwork.com/brochure/anker
https://www.projectcargonetwork.com/brochure/anker/news
https://www.smartsurvey.co.uk/s/115492RWYUX
https://projectcargonetwork.com/uploads/pcn-marketing-brochure-2023-example_1694601150.pdf
https://iss-globalforwarding.com/

